
JENNIFER WATSON

Make your next event unforgettable by having Jennifer Watson on your stage.  
World-class speaker, wellness + leadership expert and post-trauma growth strategist.

YOUR HEALTH      YOUR LEADERSHIP      YOUR LEGACY

ELEVATING HIGH-PERFORMING & CONSCIOUS BUSINESS LEADERS
CREATE EXTRAORDINARY IMPACT



Jennifer Watson, MPT, I.M.T.,C., owner of Jennifer Watson Leadership, is a 
dynamic speaker and coach with a gift for intuitive and visionary coaching.  
She is an expert in wellness + leadership development, identity & mental 
edge enhancement, post-trauma growth, movement & change adaptation, 

soul-aligned living mastery.  
 

IIncorporating her expertise along with her athletic gifts as a former collegiate 
athlete and All-American, she is ecstatic to share a message of strength, 

courage and hope against mountain tops that may seem unattainable. With 
20 years experience in business and leadership management and health + 

wellness advocacy, she inspires those to unleash their potential and 
performance in all areas of their life.

IIn addition, Jennifer is the owner and primary therapist of Watson 
Wellness. She received her undergraduate degree in kinesiology and a 
Master of Physical Therapy from the University of Wisconsin-Madison. 

During her time at Wisconsin Jennifer was also a member of the University 
of Wisconsin-Madison track & field team in which she received All-American 

honors. As she began her work, her interests began to grow outside the 
athletic arena. She has completed over 800 hours of continuing education 

cocourses in manual therapy, functional orthopedics, and postural restoration. 
Her “bread & butter” is in unique and profound body work, Integrative 

Manual Therapy with certification from the Connecticut School of Integrative 
Manual Therapy. Her areas of focus & expertise include acute & chronic 

pain, gut health, brain health, mental health, autoimmune, spine & pelvic 
rehabilitation and a special interest in men & womenʼs health.

 
Jennifer Watson Leadership + Watson Wellness has given rise to Jenniferʼs 

great passion of supporting people in their journey to live their EPIC Health, 
their EPIC Leadership, and their EPIC Legacy that they were destined for.

 
JJenniferʼs special interests and hobbies include hiking, running/competitive 

racing, yoga, stand-up paddle and anything to do with the beach or 
mountains!  She also enjoys reading, hanging with family & friends and 

takes special joy in hanging with her nephews.  

Jennifer has a passion for organizations that support Mental Wellness 
including LIVIN.org as well as active & retired Military.
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ABOUT JENNIFER’S JOURNEY

IIn her 30s after climbing her way up the wellness corporate ladder, Jennifer began seeing 
flaws in the current health + wellness system with her burning desire to see change and 
taking back the individual’s power in health.  This stemmed from her own struggle as well in 
Mental Wellness with years of depression.  What emerged was her first step into becoming 
an entrepreneur and building an integrative physical therapy practice that allowed for both 
healing,   thriving in all areas of Wellness and facilitating knowledge for each person to 
create the best health and ultimate the best version of themselves.  Jennifer’s full 
immimmersion into courses, study and connection in both the science and the spiritual truth of 
wellness & ultimate leadership led her to development of powerful systems to help the 
high-performer get their peak performance in a 3rd amount of the time while becoming 
masters of adversity in all areas of their life with even more peace and joy.

Jennifer is known for her moving and inspirational talks that appreciate the “left” and “right” 
brain in all of us.  She incorporates the neuroscience, the spirituality and the passions that 
each of us human beings have to LIVE TO OUR FULL POTENTIAL.  Jennifer’s KEYNOTES give 
engaging and brilliant tools/trainings that breakthrough blocks permanently, dial in your 
unique talents/gifts (aka: Zone of Genius) and reclaim your Spiritual Truth to live your 
HEALTH, Your LEADERSHIP, Your LEGACY…now…and in all areas of your life.  Jennifer’s 
Youtube, Podcast and Social Media platforms inspire, motivate and create ACTION for all 
ththose wanting to live their best life…now.

 JENNIFER WATSON
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Give your tribe a breakthrough experience where they learn how to:

Eliminate Permanently Spiritual Blocks keeping them from living the full potential.

Tap into their Zone of “Business Leadership” Genius quickly.

Access entire new level of Leadership with with self-aligned clarity, confidence 
and creativity for themselves & team and create changes in 50% less time.

Master their true Identity & Value to create impact more powerfully.

 When we think “leadership” we automatically go after the 
brain…”train the brain” to see things differently…”lead the 
team.”  BUT what if I told you that Leadership starts in your 
GUT? When you hone in on optimizing the physical & spiritual 
components of the GUT (and HEART) with the right tools you 
can create the BEST LEADER inside of you.  Calling all my 
ambitious leaders…

WWe will be re-programing your gut (and yes, ultimately your 
heart, your brain) to tap into your “Zone of Genius”…easily, 
effectively with 3 tools that create the GREATEST change…and 
yes, the greatest leader in you as a entrepreneur…and more

IIn this high-energy talk, Jennifer implements decades of 
research from neuroscience to spirituality into a powerful and 
mind-blowing articulation of how to be the best BUSINESS 
LEADER and ultimately the best leader of your life.

ITʼS PERSONAL... AND ITʼS BUSINESS. 
HOW TO REVERSE-ENGINEER THE WAY YOU TAP INTO YOUR 
LEADERSHIP “GENIUS” IN ALL AREAS OF YOUR LIFE... 
AND CREATE THE HIGHEST POTENTIAL OF SELF

PRESENTATION THEME

GUT LEADERSHIP
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THE SUCCESS SYSTEM OF A 7-FIGURE WELLNESS MASTERY

PRESENTATION THEME

ADVERSITY WELLNESS

In this interactive and powerful talk your tribe will learn how to:

Adversity—> Identity Shift—> Ultimate (Mental) Wellness

Tapping into their Wellness “+” =  Long-term VITALITY that withstands the test of 
life, $$$, time

The Wellness “flow” Mastery of Resilience, Restraint, Real Tough <—> Equilibrium, 
Embrace, Ease and WHY “flow” is essential

5 steps to becoming a Mental Giant and ultimately an unstoppable CREATOR

Wellness Mastery is more important than ever.  And all of us 
have become acutely aware of how it effects every area of our 
life.

Understanding all 4 components of Wellness (physical, 
emotional, spiritual, mental) and when, how, where to tap into 
each is pivotal in creating ultimate Wellness and your ULTIMATE 
life.  This requires breakthroughs in each of these areas

HHow do you create Ultimate Wellness and where do the people 
start that have created world class performance in Wellness (and 
every area of their life?)

They have developed a system that withstands all areas of 
Wellness while confronting Adversity, overwhelm, exhaustion, 
anxiety 

IInstead of wasting time on hours of creating Wellness, there is a 
system that can create IMPACT in all areas of Wellness in 1/5 of 
the time
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WHY EVERYONE ELSE HAS THE “EDGE” AND YOU DONʼT... 
BUT YOU ABSOLUTELY CAN

PRESENTATION THEME

THE VITALITY EDGE 

Give your tribe an inspirational & breakthrough experience where they will learn how to:

What truly is VITALITY

The 3 components on creating your “edge” in performance in business & life and 
how it makes everything “easy”

What truly is PEACE and how to get there

Access an entire new part of you quickly that allows for more efficient adaptation 
during adversity while staying in the “flow” and ease of your business.

When we think “vitality” we often go directly to Health + 
Wellness but this is just one part of the equation.   And 
often this “missing” piece is what actually creates HIGH 
PERFORMANCE in alignment with what you really want.  
Gone are the exhausted, low energy, anxious days 
replaced with consistent performance that feels easy.

WWe will be re-organizing your entire body systems to 
increase ADVERSITY OPTIMIZATION & PEACE.  Tapping into 
3 tools that will seem very counter intuitive for the 
ambitious but will take you to new levels of VITALITY  “+.”

IIn this moving talk presentation, Jennifer takes in years 
of experience, research from those that have lived the 
talk and walked the walk to create high-performance 
while consistently tapping into their peace and 
alignment…their VITALITY.
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CONTACT US TODAY
To discuss how Jennifer Watson can help make your next event an unforgettable experience, 
contact at 970-646-1654 or via email at contact@jenniferwatsonleadership.com

WWW.LINKEDIN.COM/JENNIFER-WATSON-MPT-I-M-C-6b08b9121

WWW.INSTAGRAM.COM/JENNIFERWATSONLEADERSHIP

WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/JENNIFERWATSONLEADERSHIP

JENNIFER WATSON LEADERSHIP

970-646-1654  |  contact@jenniferwatsonleadership.com  |  www.jenniferwatsonleadership.com



“A Leading Expert on Wellness + Leadership”

Leadership at its core is performing 
selfless acts daily...the beauty is you 
get your ultimate true self back..."

-Jennifer Watson
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“Jennifer is an authentic force of truth and love on 
stage. I couldnʼt take my eyes off her. 

Sheʼs a must for your next event”
Abbey Gibb

Emmy winner | 2x TEDx speaker



You were meant to live unapologetically. 
Ambitiously creating your soul-aligned life.

-Jennifer Watson
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SPEAKING TOPICS

LEADERSHIP 2.1

Jennifer Watson is confident that each of us can 
become true leaders of self and ultimate our 
environment.  And that doing so will give rise to 
living your LEGACY out now. But the KEY to doing 
this has been left out for awhile.  We need to work 
on the right system and the right system is the GUT.

IIn this LIFE-ALTERING keynote presentation Jennifer 
teaches the science and the spiritual concepts 
surrounding true leadership with practical tools to 
make powerful & sustainable changes that will 
change the trajectory forever in their business and 
ultimately their lives.  

LAUREN SALZ

Jennifer has changed my life. Forever. I came to Jennifer with a need for 
more, but I honestly didn't know what that meant when we first started 

working together. Jennifer kindly and gracefully showed me how to draw 
on my own strengths while also teaching me tools that built on one another 

to reach my goals. I see, now, why the work in week 1 was integral and 
necessary to reach week 2, to reach week 3, and so on. I am forever 

grateful for the soul-stretching exercises and weekly check-ins. I genuinely 
loloved my check-in calls. One of my favorite parts of my week! I would 

highly encourage you to go for it with Jennifer! She is doing the work she is 
called to do, and I am so thankful that I found her. Jennifer, you changed 

me for the better. Thank you!
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The Truth Behind Ultimate Business Leadership 
and Truly Living Your LEGACY…NOW



SPEAKING TOPICS

ADVERSITY WELLNESS 2.1

Nearly every person has felt themselves struggle in 
creating and KEEPING Wellness in their lives.  And all 
people have felt the influence in all aspects of our 
lives when we donʼt keep Wellness thriving on all 
cylinders.  Jennifer truly believes that there is a 
“flow” state that people are not currently accessing 
for Wellness.  Studies have shown that the average 
peperson spends 50 hours a month on trying to create 
“wellness” with no signs of it improving.

In this powerful keynote Jennifer teaches that the key 
to a thriving and sustainable Wellness isnʼt doing 
more of the “physical” components: itʼs in learning 
how to eliminate areas of wellness and patterns 
associated with staying stuck and ultimately live in 
your “flow” state of Wellness & Ultimately YOUR LIFE.

KAITLYN SULLIVAN

She will help you change your life. Jennifer Watson has a 
tremendous ability to help you shift your perspective and 
ultimately your life in the direction you want to see it go 

in. Her courses and coaching are exceptional.
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Why & HOW the “flow” of Wellness is the Ultimate KEY 
to living your Purpose & true Personal + Career Success



SPEAKING TOPICS
BEYOND HAPPINESS: How to Create Your Vitality Edge

So many conscious business leaders understand and 
often tap into activities that create higher 
performance but realize they are still feeling the 
exhaustion, low energy and not living the life they 
truly want. 

TThis presentation goes beyond feeling “happy” and 
expands on the true source of creating a consistent 
flow of energy, focus, and high performance AND 
consistent peace & joy in the path you were truly 
meant for.  This powerful conversation dives into how 
you can create your VITALITY EDGE with 3 powerful 
tools for all areas of your life no matter your current 
cicircumstances.  The ability to create consistent 
high-performance and amplify impact lives in our 
ability to re-wire our brain from a trauma-state to one 
radiating a powerful experience of PEACE. 

SUZY FAVOR HAMILTON
3x Olympian | New York Times Best selling author

Jennifer is dynamic, powerful and 
authentic. The audience will walk away 

immediately feeling inspired.
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Attainment of Peace & Joy with High-Performance



WHERE JENNIFER HAS BEEN SEEN
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